MICROSOFT
TEAMS
SCAVENGER HUNT
Intermediate Level

Level up your Microsoft Teams skills with this Intermediate
Teams Scavenger Hunt. Many of these tasks require being in a
live Teams meeting, so grab a colleague, fire up a meeting, and
solve these tasks together to become Teams experts.

4 WAYS TO A GROUP CHAT

1

Chat is so important to your daily productivity
that Teams has four different ways to start one
— some with more clicks than others. Look out
for inconspicuous icons and menus — you never
know where you'll find new options!

2

POST TO MEETING CHAT,
MARK AS URGENT
In moments of crisis or critical meetings, everyone needs to make
decisions quickly. But, with dozens of chats and channels, it's easy
to miss the most important post. Mark your chat as urgent and
learn how to capture attention quickly when needed.

CREATE AND SAVE MEETING
NOTES AND WHITEBOARD

3

Interactive elements such as a meeting whiteboard allow you to
express your ideas creatively and collaborate visually in real time.
Meeting notes can document your discussion and track action items.
Create and save both to complete this task.

SHARE A MEME IN A
MEETING CHAT

4

Have a little fun by creating a custom (yes, write
your own!) meme to express your feelings. The
purple smiley face is GIF's next door neighbor, and
the key to getting started. Have (appropriate) fun!

5

TURN ON LIVE CAPTIONS
This isn't just important for those in the deaf and
hard-of-hearing community, but for anyone who is
unable to join the meeting audio, or for public
webinars. While in a meeting, search your menu
options to turn this feature on.

6

MAKE A FILE A TAB

7

POST TO MULTIPLE CHANNELS

Files that need "uber-visibility" can
qualify for their own tab in your team's
channel. Maybe it's a project plan or shared
deliverable. Think of it as"pinning" your document as a
tab within the channel. Try making multiple files tabs!

Do you have important news that affects
everyone on your team? Try posting important
information to multiple channels at once to make
sure everyone sees your message. Can you strike
the right balance?

BONUS: CHANGE
MEETING BACKGROUND
Background effects can make it look like you
live in an upscale apartment, work in a hip
downtown loft, or are dialing in while on
vacation... instead of your cluttered office.

CONGRATULATIONS! How did your team do? We want to hear.
Reach out at hello@talksocialtome.com, or visit us on the web at www.talksocialtome.com.
Talk Social to Me has over a decade of experience building engaging employee collaboration
programs, and we know exactly what works. We're effective at creating engaged, happy,
productive employees through the intelligent use of social collaboration tools like Microsoft Teams
and Yammer. Ready to help your people work better together? We'd love to connect.
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